
MATH 103, FALL 2013: SYNTHESIS ASSIGNMENT 1

DUE WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9TH BY 9AM

Topology vs Geometry

Answer each of the following questions in a paragraph form, on a separate sheet of paper, using the
following prompts as guidelines. You are allowed to rely on the material from your textbook (especially
Chapter 3), posted readings, your earlier worksheets and your lecture notes. You are required to complete
all the work by yourself.

(1) How do you understand the mathematical meaning of the word “dimension”?

(2) Explain the meaning of the phrase “2-dimensional manifold”. Provide sketches (or other kinds of
descriptions) of at least three examples of 2-dimensional manifolds.

(3) What are 1-dimensional and 3-dimensional manifolds? Sketch and/or discuss at least one example
of each.

(4) Explain the general idea behind the following concepts.

(a) Topology vs. geometry;

(b) Intrinsic vs. extrinsic;

(c) Local vs. global;

(d) Homogeneous vs. non-homogeneous.

(5) To illustrate the above terminology answer and briefly explain the following.

(a) Do all manifolds of the same dimension have the same local intrinsic topology?

(b) Do all manifolds of the same dimension have the same global intrinsic topology?

(c) Do all manifolds of the same dimension have the same local intrinsic geometry?

(d) Do all manifolds which have the same local intrinsic geometry necessarily have the same
extrinsic geometry?

Spherical Geometry

Answer each of the following questions in a paragraph form, on a separate sheet of paper, using the
following prompts as guidelines. You are allowed to rely on the material from your textbook (e.g. Chapter
9), posted readings, your earlier worksheets and your lecture notes. You are required to complete all the
work by yourself.

(1) What does the phrase “straight line” mean in spherical geometry?

(2) What is the key difference between triangles on spheres, and triangles in the Euclidean plane?

(3) Mimic the argument presented in class in order to discover (and justify) the formula relating the
angle-sum to the area of the spherical triangle on a sphere of radius R. Use the fact that the
surface area of a sphere of radius R is 4πR2.

(4) The formula from the last question can be interpreted along the following lines: Flatlanders living
on the surface of the sphere of radius R can make measurements which would allow them to
conclude that their (local, intrinsic) geometry is not Euclidean but something curved instead. In
view of the formula from the last question, what should the Flatlanders be measuring? Elaborate.
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(5) What can be said about circumferences of circles on the surfaces of spheres? What can be said
about their enclosed areas? Present your answer both in the paragraph and the graphic form.

(6) Your responses from the previous question should tie into the following idea: Flatlanders could
measure that their geometry is not Euclidean by measuring circumferences of circles (or the
enclosed areas). What exactly should the Flatlanders be looking for? Elaborate.

(7) Which formula(s) measure(s) the curvature of spherical geometries?

(8) Discuss how curvature of the sphere changes with the change in its radius R. What does this
relationship between the curvature and the radius say about the relationship between the actual
angle-sum/circumference/area to those predicted by the Euclidean geometry?

Hyperbolic Geometry

Answer each of the following questions in a paragraph form, on a separate sheet of paper, using the
following prompts as guidelines. You are allowed to rely on the material from your textbook (e.g. Chapter
10), posted readings, your earlier worksheets and your lecture notes. You are required to complete all
the work by yourself.

(1) Describe the approximate model of hyperbolic plane geometry you made in class. Describe at
least one modification of this approximate model. (Actual hyperbolic plane(s) can be made by
smoothing out all the “corners” on your paper model.)

(2) One feature of hyperbolic geometry is that through a given point not on a given straight line one
can put more than one (in fact, infinitely many) lines which do not intersect the given. Explain
why you think this is the case.

(3) One feature of hyperbolic geometry is that the angle-sum of every triangle is strictly less than π.
Explain why you think this is the case.

(4) What can be said about circumferences of circles in the hyperbolic plane geometry? What can be
said about their enclosed areas? Present your answer both in the paragraph and graphic form.

(5) Which formula(s) measure(s) the curvature of hyperbolic geometries?

(6) Discuss how curvature of the hyperbolic geometry changes between the different models of the
hyperbolic plane you discussed in question (1) of this section. What effects does this change
in curvature has on the relationship between the actual angle-sum/circumference/area to those
predicted by the Euclidean geometry?

Curvature in general

Answer each of the following questions in a paragraph form, on a separate sheet of paper, using the
following prompts as guidelines. You are allowed to rely on the material from your textbook, posted
readings, your earlier worksheets and your lecture notes. You are required to complete all the work
by yourself.

(1) Which formula is used to measure the curvature of (potentially non-homogeneous) geometry?
Interpret the formula in plain words.

(2) Curvature is a feature of local geometry. Elaborate.

(3) What is your visualization of positive curvature? What is your visualization of negative curvature?

(4) Sketch an example of a 2-dimensional manifold, and indicate the regions which are positively
curved and regions which are negatively curved.


